It is shown that the world-sheets in string theory and the related interpretation of T-duality originate from an incorrect localization assignment to the objects of string theory, which in their interaction-free form are pointlike infinite component objects. Attention is given to how such misleading metaphors originate and how their support is maintained by quantum mechanical analogies to models which for good reasons before never existed in particle physics physics but whose only purpose is to uphold the string metaphor. The correct localization is inconsistent with the idea of world-sheets and the string theoretical interpretation of T-duality.
Some background
The notion of world-sheets as a generalization of world-lines plays an important role in string theory. Since string theory is strictly speaking (inspite of the popular offshell terminology) an S-matrix theory in which localization only plays a very indirect role, it may be helpful to make some introductory remarks of the ups and downs of attempts at a pure S-matrix theory (for more details and references [1] ).
It is well-known that the ultraviolet infinities of pre-renormalization quantum field theory (QFT) and the lack of any idea what to do about them led to the first S-matrix attempt. In modern terminology Heisenberg showed how one can classify unitary and Poincaré invariant S-matrices which in addition fulfill the cluster factorization property 1 . Stueckelberg criticized this proposal on the basis of the missing causal re-scattering property, which is an important aspect of macro-causality (in modern QFT terminology the one-particle structure of vacuum expectations). By trying to build a (perturbative) macrocausal model Stueckelberg extended the asymptotic one-particle lines to all finite distances and replaced the as compact envisaged interaction regions by pointlike vertices; in this way he discovered without really knowing what he was doing the Feynman rules, a fact which Feynman recognized when he, after having received the Nobel prize, gave a talk in Geneva. With this contribution by Stueckelberg, the first S-matrix approach came to an end i.e. the particle physicists returned to QFT.
After the great success of renormalized QED, S-matrix ideas had a partial comeback in the successful attempts to derive Kramer-Kronig type of dispersion relation for the scattering amplitudes in π-N and N-N scattering. The main interest in these model-independent structural consequences of pointlike causal localization was to strengthen confidence in the underlying principles of QFT by testing their observational consequences; the only known directly assessable implication were K-K type dispersion relations. Such an experiment was successfully realized with the (at that time biggest) accelerator at Brookhaven. The consensus of the leading people involved in the dispersion theoretical work was that, apart from some questions concerning the asymptotic high energy behavior of elastic scattering amplitutes, the task had been accomplished.
These structural methods based on the derivation of certain spectral representations had reached the limit of their observational potential and from there on the particle physics community split into a majority which returned to their quantum field theoretical roots (from where these ideas where coming from), and an extremely vocal minority which believed that one can do particle physics directly "on-shell".
They started to tinker with certain plausible ad hoc representations as the Mandelstam representation and an metaphoric adaptation to particle physics of a quantum mechanical analytic structure in complex angular momenta discovered by Regge. On the more conceptual side there was the S-matrix boostrap which consisted in an axiomatic scheme based on three S-matrix properties, the first two, unitarity and Poincaré invariance, were already part of Heisenberg's setting, but the third, the crossing property was abstracted from perturbative QFT.
Whereas the first two properties are algebraic properties i.e. can be formulated in the setting of operators in Hilbert space, the third one is more mysterious since on-shell analyticity properties are not in an obvious direct way related to physical principles but rather in a deep hidden way of which the derivation of the K-K dispersion relations already gave some taste. Bros, Epstein and Glaser found a rigorous proof for certain elastic amplitudes, but the arguments were somewhat ad hoc and did not cover the vast range of the perturbative crossing in all scattering amplitudes and formfactors of fields.
The bootstrap era came to an end when the promise of a unique particle theory with strong interactions as its central part (a TOE of everything apart from the at those times still by particle physicists ignored gravity) lost its credibility and the outlines of the standard model based on gauge theory began to assert themselves.
Some researchers around Mandelstam and later getting support from Veneziano and others were convinced that the on-shell access to particle physics was still a worthwhile activity. The main aim in those days was a synthesis of the phenomenological Regge pole setting with the idea of a crossing symmetric Mandelstam representation.
Origin and implications of the world-sheet metaphor
Between the phenomenological ideas which supported the onshell dual model and the partial return of some spacetime properties in its string theoretic reformulation there was an interesting mathematical-conceptual link. This was the "embedding" of a conformal into a high dimensional spacetime as an extended one-dimensional subobject which traces out a "word-sheet". This metaphoric idea led to a quite extensive terminology; the conformal theory was thought of as the source theory which becomes embedded into the higher dimensional spacetime with the embedded string-like extended object tracing out a worldsheet in the target spacetime.
But what happens in reality is different, the embedded object is not a string (worldsheet) in target space but rather an infinite component pointlike (tracing a worldline) object [2] . The same happens in the Lagrangian string re-formulation (N-G string or its supersymmetric extension).
Of course string theory nowadays is mathematically much more sophisticated than those models with which everything began, but the nonexistence of a string/worldsheet is inherited like the biblical original sin even by the recent most sophisticated versions of superstrings, including all their derivatives.
Let us briefly sketch the argument. Before looking at the concrete case of the the N-G Lagrangian or the chiral embedding construction, it is quite instructive to refer to a general theorem which in particular covers the case at hand. [3] This theorem requires a comment. Every unitary finite energy representation of the Poincaré group can be decomposed into (a direct integral or sum) of irreducible representation. There is one class of unitary representations which is not pointlike generated and the use of the adjective "standard" means that such representations are absent. It is well known that standard representations have (nonunique) covariant pointlike generating wave functions whose Fourier transforms u(p, s 3 ) and their charge conjugates v(p, s 3 ) have been explicitly computed and can be found in the books [4] .
There is a theory, the modular localization theory, which allows to introduce the localization concept directly into Wigner's representation setting 2 , but most particle physicists want to see covariant wave functionsû(x, s 3 ),v(x, s 3 ) in which the localization spacetime point appears explicitly. Each unitary standard representation can be associated with a pointlike generalized free field; the relation between pointlike covariant wave functions and pointlike covariant free fields is one-to-one. But this wave function-field connection has only a physical content if there is no interaction.
In case the problem is defined in terms of a Lagrangian the freeness follows from the bininear form of the latter. In particular the N-G Langrangian, after applying the Polyakov argument to get rid of the square roots, falls into this category. In general the localization properties of states contains hardly any information about the algebraic localization properties i.e. the sharpest localized generating quantum fields could be semiinfinite string localized, whereas the state obtained by applying such string field to the vacuum is point-decomposable according to the previous theorem.
Let us now look at the "target space representation" which we obtain by either trying to "embed" a multicomponent abelian current j µ (z), µ = 1...n, z ∈ S 1 , or, what amounts to the same in a different robe, by the Lagrangian quantization of the bilinearized (according to Polyakov) Nambu-Goto Lagrangian. The dimension of the embedding space is n. The space of wave functions is evidently a subspace H sub ⊂ L 2 (R n ) ⊗ H QM where the the first (quantum mechanical particle) factor is associated with the null-mode (the c.m. in the N-G case) and the quantum mechanical oscillator space H QM is the representation space of all oscillator modes a µ (l) # , l = 1...∞. It is clear that the unitary representation space of the Poincare group in n dimensions cannot be the whole space since the vector representation of the Lorentz group is (as in the better known problem of vector potentials) nonunitary. The steps which lead to a unitary representation are well known and there is no point in presenting them in detail. The first step consists in obtaining a semidefinite subspace H sub whereas the second step consists in the formation of equivalence classes
Hence the physical Hilbert space is of the form H = H sub /H null . These two steps can only be taken for n = 26 or 10 in the supersymmetric case. The surprise is not that it works for these dimensions, but rather that it works at all: we will return to this point in a moment after adding some technical remarks.
Any wave function space with pointlike generating covariant wave functions 3 leads in a canonical manner to a Fock space in which a pointlike field (operatorvalued distribution) acts. For the wave function space at hand this is an infinite component field with a mass-and spin tower spectrum. A lot of the things explained here would be superfluous if the inventers of the dual model had noticed that the result of their ideas had little to do with the crossing property of the prior bootstrap approach, but instead the more with the search for "dynamical" infinite component free field 4 which came to a halt only several years before the discovery of the dual model.
If those "dynamical symmetry" partisans would have extended their search by permitting the generation of the internal structure of their infinite component fields to infinite degree of freedom quantum mechanics (like those oscillators coming from Fourier decomposition of chiral currents on the circle), they would have arrived at the dual model and string theory without the misleading analogy to the field theoretic crossing. These objects which include those of string theory (sorry, old names cannot be changed even if they turned out to be highly inappropriate) are point-localized and their "wiggling" (due to fluctuations in the vacuum or any other state) does not increase with the number of components but depends on the (infinite component) smearing functions and the chosen state. The objects themselves are pointlike localized in the sense of causal localization in QFT. Operations which act on the oscillator degrees of freedom in H sub would cause transformations in the inner structure (component space) and leave the localization point unchanged. In particular the only role of these internal oscillators is to create the mass-spin tower, their fluctuations are void of any physical meaning.
The chiral conformal theory must have generating fields with vector-or (in the supersymmetric case) spinorial-indices which refer to the target space, i.e. which are internal symmetry indices for the chiral theory and therefore refer to a noncompact inner symmetry group.
Once's first reaction would be to say that this is impossible because an inner symmetry group is always a compact group 5 . There is indeed a deep theorem in spacetime dimensions 4 stating that the internal symmetry must be a compact group (and each compact group can occur as an internal symmetry). But this theorem does not hold for low dimensional QFT in particular for chiral models and one knows from the appearance of braid group statistics that there is no sharp distinction between spacetime-and internal-symmetries.
This explains why an embedding in which the target spacetime is created via 3 As a result of their singular pointlike nature they are actually wave function-valued distributions. 4 This was a popular (in terms) program which involved people as Fronsdal, Barut, Kleinert and others, an account about the aims and the involved persons can be found in [6] . As a result of restricting the search to (noncompact) groups rather than (oscillator) QM, the search remained without success..
5 This is the main result of the DHR theory which shows that d≥ 4 QFT leads necessarily to the Fermi/Bose statistics alternative and multicomponent fields which tranforms under a compact sy,mmetry group (every such group can be realized). The emergence of new statistics opens the possibility to find more genral symmetries.
the component indices of a chiral current is a rather impossible requirement and makes it palatable that if at all, it can only happen under extremely restrictive circumstances i.e. in special spacetime dimensions alias internal symmetries of chiral theories. But this kind of "dimensional selection", rather than offering a deep insight into the nature of spacetime, points toward an perhaps unexpected properties of high component chiral current models.
The values of the momenta of the target theory are identical to the value of the multicomponent charge in the source theory. Assuming that there are no mistakes in the derivation of all dual model properties from the source-target relation using the potentials of a multicomponent abelian chiral current, all properties including the 26 or 10 dimensions of the target space must be fully accounted for on the chiral current side. Understanding this point would liberate particle theory from all those mysticisms and poltergeists which have plagued large parts of particle physics for almost 3 decades. It would perhaps also generate some new interest to seriously look at adjacent problems as that of the intrinsic conceptual status of the classical Kaluza-Klein idea in the context of local quantum physics. This has only been done by analogies, but, and this is the main message of this note, these aspects must be investigated by autonomous methods and not by metaphors and analogies.
This idea of building up spacetime as the target space by considering the Lorentz part of the Poincaré symmetry as a inner symmetry of a model of conformal currents came from algebraizing the rules of the dual model. All these attempts, if correctly carried out, end in infinite component wave functions/fields. Since the string Lagrangians are (after the Polyakov prescription to get rid of the square roots in the N-G form) are binear, the statement that the representation theory is generated by an infinite component wave functions is synonymous with saying that the one string space is described by a pointlike generating wave function.
The Lagrangian setting is completely equivalent with the conformal current embedding approach. The degrees of freedom in the conformal field did not get lost, they were passed to the components in the infinite mass-spin tower on top of a point. An operation on the degrees of freedom of the chiral theory would correspond to a change in the admixture of the components within that infinite component field, but has no effect on the localization of that pointlike field.
There are two totally different kind of interactions which one may introduce, using the particles in the target representation. On the one hand one may use the infinite component field Φ and interprete the graphical drawings of the dual model as an invitation to write a trilinear interaction (symbolically) Φ 3 . This would be in the logic of standard (finite component) QFT. It is presumably what Witten pursued under the name of String Field Theory for a long time. The resulting properties have apparently no connetion to the tube calculations of string theory, and their is absolutely no reason why they should.
The other method consists in leaving field theory aside, and inventing prescriptions for transition amplitudes directly in terms of the generating wave functions. This method offers more "freedom" since there is no restrictive locality principle. This has some resemblance to the Stueckelberg's "tinkering" which led him to the Feynman rules without knowing their operator representation.
But there are two differences to the present case. On the one hand Stueckelberg had a helping hand from macrocausality, his tinkering consisted in extending the asymptotically known Feynman form of the propagator to all distances. On the other hand the Feynman rules were vindicated in terms of operators and states i.e. the strp from the metaphoric to the intrinsic was accomplished. Every statement in quantum physics ultimately must admit such a representation otherwise it has nothing to do with QT.
The second problem is that the string theorists appeal to use Feynman-like pictures with lines replaced by world sheets. They proposed that one should use tube rules to compute transition amplitudes which should then be interpreted as approximations (with some new systematics) of an S-matrix between multistring incoming and outgoing states.
After having abandoned the above idea of a local Φ 3 interaction (which would fit into the QFT framework and lead via LSZ scattering theory to an S-matrix), the only remaining way is to work by prescriptions, analogies and a prayer. The tube picture is such a prescription. In the above introduction it was pointed out that it is impossible to prescribe an S-matrix "by hand", each such attempt failed. String theorists have not checked any of those prerequisites (there is not even a convincing unitarity argument) but yet they are convinced of dealing with a viable S-matrix as part of a TOE.
The use of that tube prescription contradicts the (infinite dimensional) pointlike nature of the interacting objects. The tube pictures could make sense for genuine spacetime strings, but not for would-be string degrees of freedom which have gone into the infinite component enrichment of a pointlike fields 6 . This mismatch is showing up in the impossibility to to find an operator presentation for the amplitudes from the tube rules. The result that one has lost one's time for 50 years on a theory which is meaningless on the physical-conceptual level (even if there would have been an observational support) is the most probable outcome. Such a gigantic boob would have its consequences. This does not surprise anybody who has critically watched the discourse of the string community and in particular from recent observations on the strange way how facts are obtained from conjectures [7] . Where normally one would need mathematical-conceptional argument, string theorists invent analogies and metaphors. It may be interesting to illustrate this by the following example.
One such analogy, a rather prominent one which one finds in the initial chapters of almost every book on string theory, is the the claim one obtains a relativistic one-particle presentation by reading Wigner's representation theoretical classification of particles back into classical physics and then re-obtain the quantum one particle space by the use of the classical action in a functional integral representation which contains the square root of the line element ds 2 . Not only did anybody before try to replace Wigner's cristal-clear and complete representation theoretical approach by such a weird and ill-defined method; a method which would not work for higher spin particles even if one accepts is unmathematical and unphysical aspects which are already present for scalar particles. No wonder that this analogy supports the wrong picture of a wiggling spacetime string instead of an infinite component pointlike object; it was invented to do precisely that. It is a perfect act of voluntary self-delusion.
The incorrect world-sheet interpretation unfortunately also entered other areas of particle physics which have nothing to do with string theory, but were touched by string theorists as e.g. the temperature duality of chiral theory on S 1 in a KMS thermal state 7 . The analytic continuation of this theory gives another thermal state on the same chiral theory. There is a connecting toroidal region in which the correlation functions (but never the operators) can be analytically continued, but in order to make contact with physics one has to decide (by the correct physical iε boundary prescription) which theory one wants, it is either the one or its "dual". Only the boundary values have a physical interpretation of an object being localized on a circle, there is absolutely in interpretation of the two dimensional analytic interpolations region in terms of a sheet localization. This is in some sense analogous to KMS states on massive 2-dimensional models on a circle (periodic b.c.); but whereas the simpler massive case can be explained in terms of the "classical" Symanzik-Osterwalder-Schrader setting between a real time theory and its euclidean counterpart, the chiral euclideanization relation requires the full power of the modular localization setting [8] which is the cause of the appearance of the Verlinde-Rehren mixing matrix and shows that the "modular euclideanization" is much deeper than that arising from the Osterwalder-Schrader setting.
The only important point to be made here is that the theory and its dual are linked by analytic continuation and it would be incorrect to interpret this analytic connecting region as a space-worldsheet of a string in a target space; there is simply no spacetime interpretation of that region. This affects also the interpretation of T-duality. Its autonomous content is "temperature duality" (fortunately the same letter) which becomes a temperature self-duality (relation within the same theory) in chiral models.
As a contrast program, it may be interesting to explain how real strings (i.e. not the objects of string theory) look like. The simplest way to construct a string in a Minkowski spacetime of any dimension is to smear a pointlike field along the desired contour. This is not very interesting since one can easily see that such a string had a more basic pointlike generator. Free strings can be obtained by a combination of Wigner representation theory with modular localization theory [9] . One finds that there exists a rather large class of representations which do not admit sharper localized generators than semiinfinite stringlike. These strings can be seen in the c-number commutator of two such strings.
All other strings belong to massive or massless interacting theories . A well known example are electrically charged fields (not the gauge dependent auxiliary quantities as e.g. the pointlike covariant Dirac field in QED (not 7 The duality relation actually involves all superselected charge sectors which mix with the Verlinde-Rehren matrix S, but these details are not necessary for the present argument.
the state space before eliminating the ghosts). Pure massive semiinfinite string generators can only occur in interacting theories, and although some people have firm convictions about their existence no model theories in which one expects the necessay present of semiinfinite stringlike generating fields as well a local subalgebras corresponding to local observables has been proposed.
String-localized generating fields are extremely important for the progress in the understanding and extension of the standard model and it is a pity that the string terminology has been used for a theory which is not string-localized. The construction of all genuine string-localized objects uses either directly or indirectly the concept of modular localization. The failed source-target embedding is based on a too naive geometric embedding and shows the borderline between geometry ans physical localization of objects in spacetime. The attempt to embed a higher than one-dimensional QFT into a larger target space would fail for the same reasons; actually it fails already on the impossibility to have a noncompact group as the Lorentz group acting on the inner symmetry indices of the source theory.
The main general message of this note is that there are significant differences between analyzing a problem from a viewpoint of metaphoric intuition or developing appropriate mathematical method which allow an intrinsic understanding. String theory is an extreme illustration of the metaphoric side.
Problems which involve localization are the most subtle in QT. Many physicists have a classical understanding which is sufficient for Lagrangian quantization. This is limited to pointlike fields and becomes unreliable if the problems involve furthergoing localization structures. In more recent times a general intrinsic 8 causal localization theory was discovered, the modular localization which was mentioned before on several occasions 9 . Together with Wigner's representation theory this leads to theorems as the one above. String theory is not the only area in particle physics in which misunderstanding of localization led to calamities. There have been also some deep misunderstandings due to the naive identification of geometry with localization properties in spacetime 10 but this is a topic which goes much beyond the rather limited aim of this note.
While writing an article like this, one always hopes that some members of the string community may find a way to take critical look at the soundness of their own foundations instead of following the community trend of inventing and marketing always new derivatives.
